
Mest Lacks Clarity and Vision in Photographs

In the nineties, Blink182 typified popular punk that seemed friendly to everyone.
Their sound and look was original in a fascinating way. Based on a musical theory of
bare-bones arrangements coupled with heavy use of studio effects, Blink182’s image was
as important as its sound. As hindsight tells us, that image was a highly marketable
synthesis of somewhat tame rebellion and carefree lack-daisy. Along with cohorts like
Green Day and The Offspring, these California bands changed the alternative music
scene - Blink was now the band that everyone could agree on. They sounded polished
(but not too polished to be the pop they stood against) and they dressed tough (but not too
tough to be the punk they tried to hint at with their do-it-yourself attitude and image).
That very attitude, image, and sound were very appealing to many young fans looking for
an easy rebellion to swear allegiance to. Blink182 sold many, many albums, videos, T-
shirts, and other merchandise. With their exposure, myriad bands recognized something
to latch onto and, sure enough, ‘popped’ up everywhere sounding and looking pretty
much like the unknowing founders of the mainstream actualization of the neo punk
movement. These bands played alongside more hardcore bands in the most commercial
alternative music festival of the late nineties – the Vans Warped Tour. Today, the tour
itself is indicative of many of the artists who have played and still play on it. It began as a
compilation of alternative artists, usually punk, ska, and hardcore acts, which toured the
states every summer. The juxtaposition of anthems sung about the terror of the over-
marketing against a plethora of corporate interests manifested itself as a small city of
merchandise tents in the center of the festival. The Warped Tour used the angry rebellion
on stage as a draw to bring many angry rebellious high school students to this all-day
advertising blitz. In many ways, it is easy to understand how this scene slowly altered the
makeup of the lineup and catered to the whole new generation of Blink182’s. In more
recent years, the bands that play the warped tour all have the same look, the same a sound
that is  tied to the lifestyle on sale at Hot Topic.

Now, years later, one wonders how are these annoying bands still around? The
music scene has become so overly exploited, it becomes clear how much the Blink sound
and look has been turned into a formula for easy sales. The new Mest album comes direct
from this corporate cookie cutter with a new album. If you are lucky enough, you may
even happen upon a bonus album that is sold with a DVD that claims ’45 minutes of
exclusive behind the scenes tour footage.’ I assumed they meant live footage of Mest
earnestly trying to play their instruments. I was wrong - it was worse, much worse. The
DVD plays like a night hanging out with a pack of drunken morons and their antics on
the road. Drugs, sex, and their frat-boy pranks are extended to disgusting limits in this
tasteless video. Without exaggeration, there is an extended on scene section in which the
drummer defecates on a parked car to the cheers and laughs of his simple-minded band
mates. While stomach turning as this is, what isn’t on the DVD is more telling of the pile
of human excrement that is this album. The rare footage of the band playing music
onstage has been overdubbed with the album version of the song they’re playing. This
bring us to the obvious conclusion that Mest are inept musicians.

The album itself confirms this.  No amount of studio perfume can hide how much
they stink – and they do stink. The verses are poppy and chord driven carbon copies of
Blink182; there is no support from intellectual lyrics, careful arrangement, or even a



reputation of a band that plays well live. Like virtually every other artist in this genre, the
albums are formulaic with heavy use of studio effects and highly crafted melodies
reminiscent of such acts as the Backstreet Boys – an interesting twist in that much of the
market was built to counter those boy and girlbands. As with the late nineties pop
explosion (Blink 182 inclusive), we quickly become aware upon first listen that bands
like these have nothing to say with either music or lyrics and are easily forgotten.
Without a message there is rarely meaning and this is absolutely true of Photograph. The
songs are overly produced and hardly memorable as they are all based on the same three
chords. The lyrical content is more sickeningly saccharine than Parrot Bay, leaves a
similar terrible taste in your mouth, and a similar weight in your stomach after forcing it
down. When listening to these songs, one can predict the next line by rhyme scheme
alone and becomes immediately suspicious of the quality of the product being delivered.
And how Photograph delivers. This album is a string of twelve rats with such predictable
names as “Kiss Me, Kill Me; Can’t Take This; and Dying For You.” The literary
allusions in this album are so hackneyed and clichéd they are rendered meaningless in a
desert of self-loathing melodrama and martyrdom in a pathetic attempt to appear
profound. The CD and accompanying DVD are a waste of the plastic they are printed on.
I could not feasibly recommend this album to a deaf hamster. Should you have an interest
in the study of why popular music is formulaic and why the record sales are flagging, you
might be interested in pirating this album for I can’t imagine a fair sum for compensating
the listener for the time lost on this 43-minute wasteland. That albums like this are being
released in the year 2005 begs the question, if the music is as cheap as this, who would
even want to buy it? Presumably this offering is pushed at teens, as if that demographic
hasn’t already been drowning in the over-saturated faux-punk maelstrom since 1998 or
earlier. Mest is instantly forgettable because they can’t even be charged to write and play
songs that sound like Mest. This meager portion tastes like any and every other atrocious
pop-punk band on MTV. One might wonder why the industry does not invest more
money in artists who can make music with a modicum of originality rather than spending
millions in an ultimately losing effort trying to pander to high school kids who (surprise!)
can differentiate original 1994 from mimeograph 2005. With a million artists who all
look the same and sound the same, that one sound and that one look become so over
exposed that recognition for each individual artist becomes crowded out by the behemoth
of the mainstream. Final Verdict: Photograph by Mest: don’t even bother, Zero out of
Four stars.


